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Abstract
Distant supervision (DS) has been widely used
to automatically construct (noisy) labeled data
for relation extraction (RE). Given two enti-
ties, distant supervision exploits sentences that
directly mention them for predicting their se-
mantic relation. We refer to this strategy as
1-hop DS, which unfortunately may not work
well for long-tail entities with few support-
ing sentences. In this paper, we introduce a
new strategy named 2-hop DS to enhance dis-
tantly supervised RE, based on the observation
that there exist a large number of relational ta-
bles on the Web which contain entity pairs that
share common relations. We refer to such en-
tity pairs as anchors for each other, and col-
lect all sentences that mention the anchor en-
tity pairs of a given target entity pair to help
relation prediction. We develop a new neu-
ral RE method REDS2 in the multi-instance
learning paradigm, which adopts a hierarchi-
cal model structure to fuse information respec-
tively from 1-hop DS and 2-hop DS. Extensive
experimental results on a benchmark dataset
show that REDS2 can consistently outperform
various baselines across different settings by a
substantial margin.1
1 Introduction
Relation extraction (RE) aims to extract semantic
relations between two entities from unstructured
text and is an important task in natural language
processing (NLP). Formally, given an entity pair
(e1, e2) from a knowledge base (KB) and a sen-
tence (instance) that mentions them, RE tries to
predict if a relation r from a predefined relation set
exists between e1 and e2. A special relation NA is
used if none of the predefined relations holds.
Given that it is costly to construct large-scale
labeled instances for RE, distant supervision (DS)
1Our source code and datasets are at https://
github.com/sunlab-osu/REDS2.
Figure 1: Illustration of 2-hop distant supervision. The
top panel shows a target entity pair, one sentence that
mentions it, and the relation under study which cannot
be inferred from the sentence. The middle gives part
of a table from Wikipedia page “Mr. Basketball USA”,
where we can extract anchors for the target entity pair.
The bottom shows some sentences that are associated
with the anchors, which more clearly indicate the un-
derinvestigated relation and can be utilized to extract
relations between the target entity pair.
has been a popular strategy to automatically con-
struct (noisy) training data. It assumes that if two
entities hold a relation in a KB, all sentences men-
tioning them express the same relation. Noticing
that the DS assumption does not always hold and
has the wrong labeling problem, many efforts in-
cluding (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011;
Surdeanu et al., 2012) have adopted the multi-
instance learning paradigm to tackle the challenge,
and more recently, neural models with attention
mechanism have been proposed to de-emphasize
the noisy instances (Lin et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017;
Han et al., 2018). Such models tend to work well
when there are a large number of sentences talk-
ing about the target entity pair (Lin et al., 2016).
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However, we observe that there can be a large por-
tion of entity pairs that have very few supporting
sentences (e.g., nearly 75% of entity pairs in the
Riedel et al. (2010) dataset only have one single
sentence mentioning them), which makes distantly
supervised RE even more challenging.
The conventional distant supervision strategy
only exploits instances that directly mention a tar-
get entity pair, and because of this, we refer to it as
1-hop distant supervision. On the other hand, there
are a large number of Web tables that contain re-
lational facts about entities (Cafarella et al., 2008;
Venetis et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Owing to
the semi-structured nature of tables, we can extract
from them sets of entity pairs that share common
relations, and sentences mentioning these entity
pairs often have similar semantic meanings. Un-
der this observation, we introduce a new strategy
named 2-hop distant supervision: We define entity
pairs that potentially have the same relation with
a given target entity pair as anchors, which can
be found through Web tables, and aim to fully ex-
ploit the sentences that mention those anchor en-
tity pairs to augment RE for the target entity pair.
Figure 1 illustrates the 2-hop DS strategy.
The intuition behind 2-hop DS is if the target
entity pair holds a certain relation, one of its an-
chors is likely to have that relation too and at least
one sentence mentioning the anchors should ex-
press the relation. Despite being noisy, the 2-hop
DS can provide extra, informative supporting sen-
tences for the target entity pair. One straightfor-
ward approach is to merge the two bags of sen-
tences respectively derived from 1-hop and 2-hop
DS as one single set and apply existing multi-
instance learning models. However, the 2-hop DS
strategy also has the wrong labeling problem that
already exists in 1-hop DS. Simply mixing the two
sets of sentences together may mislead the predic-
tion, especially when there is a great disparity in
their size. In this paper, we propose REDS22, a
new neural relation extraction method in the multi-
instance learning paradigm, and design a hierar-
chical model structure to fuse information from
1-hop and 2-hop DS. We evaluate REDS2 on a
widely used benchmark dataset and show that it
consistently outperforms various baseline models
by a large margin.
We summarize our contributions as three-fold:
• We introduce 2-hop distant supervision as an
2stands for relation extraction with 2-hop DS.
extension to the conventional distant supervi-
sion, and leverage entity pairs in Web tables
as anchors to find additional supporting sen-
tences to further improve RE.
• We propose REDS2, a new neural relation ex-
traction method based on 2-hop DS and has
achieved new state-of-the-art performance in
the benchmark dataset (Riedel et al., 2010).
• We release both our source code and an aug-
mented benchmark dataset that has entity
pairs aligned with those in Web tables, to fa-
cilitate future work.
2 Related Work
Distant Supervision. One main drawback of tra-
ditional supervised relation extraction models (Ze-
lenko et al., 2003; Mooney and Bunescu, 2006) is
they require adequate amounts of annotated train-
ing data, which is time consuming and labor in-
tensive. To address this issue, Mintz et al. (2009)
proposes distant supervision (DS) to automati-
cally label data by aligning plain text with Free-
base. However, DS inevitably accompanies with
the wrong labeling problem. To alleviate the noise
brought by DS, Riedel et al. (2010) and Hoff-
mann et al. (2011) introduce multi-instance learn-
ing mechanism, which is originally used to combat
the problem of ambiguously-labeled training data
when predicting the activity of different drugs (Di-
etterich et al., 1997).
Neural Relation Extraction. Early stage relation
extraction (RE) methods use features extracted by
NLP tools and strongly rely on the quality of fea-
tures. Due to the recent success of neural mod-
els in different NLP tasks, many researchers have
investigated the possibility of using neural net-
works to build end-to-end relation extraction mod-
els. Zeng et al. (2014) uses convolutional neural
network (CNN) to encode sentences, which is fur-
ther improved through piecewise-pooling (Zeng
et al., 2015). Adel and Schu¨tze (2017) and Gupta
et al. (2016) use neural networks for joint entity
and relation extraction. More advanced network
architectures like Tree-LSTM (Miwa and Bansal,
2016) and Graph Convolution Network (Vashishth
et al., 2018) are also adopted to learn better repre-
sentations by using syntactic features like depen-
dency trees. Most recent models also incorporate
neural attention technology (Lin et al., 2016) as an
Figure 2: Overview of our method REDS2. REDS2 first obtains anchors of the target entity pair and constructs a
2-hop DS bag. Sentences in the 1-hop and 2-hop DS bag are individually encoded with a PCNN sentence encoder
(Zeng et al., 2015). We then use selective attention and bag aggregation to get the final representation, based on
which a classifier predicts scores for each candidate relation.
improvement to at-least-one multi-instance learn-
ing (Zeng et al., 2015). Han et al. (2018) further
develops a hierarchical attention scheme to utilize
the relation correlations and help predictions for
long-tail relations.
Web Table Understanding. Aside from plain
texts, there are large amounts of factual knowl-
edge in the Web expressed in hundreds of millions
of tables and other structured lists (Cafarella et al.,
2008; Venetis et al., 2011), which have not been
fully explored yet. Table understanding tries to
match tables to KB and parse the schemas. Ex-
isting methods for table understanding mainly fall
into two categories. One is based on local evi-
dence (Venetis et al., 2011; Mun˜oz et al., 2014;
Ritze et al., 2015). Given one table, the main
idea is to first link cells to entities in KB. We
can then use existing relations between linked en-
tities to infer relations between columns and ex-
tract new facts by generalizing to all rows. How-
ever, this method requires a high overlap between
table and KB, which is hampered by KB incom-
pleteness. The other approach tries to leverage
features extracted from the table header and col-
umn names (Ritze and Bizer, 2017; Cannaviccio
et al., 2018). Unfortunately, a large portion of Web
tables miss such metadata or contain limited infor-
mation, and the second approach will fail in such
cases. Although the focus of this paper is the RE
task, we believe the idea of connecting Web tables
and plain texts using DS can potentially benefit ta-
ble understanding as well.
3 Methodology
Given a set of sentences S = {s1, s2, ...} and a
target entity pair (h, t), we will leverage the di-
rectly associated sentence bag Sh,t ⊆ S by 1-hop
distant supervision (1-hop DS bag), and the table
expanded sentence bag STh,t ⊆ S by 2-hop distant
supervision (2-hop DS bag), for relation extrac-
tion. Sh,t contains all instances mentioning both
h and t, while STh,t is obtained indirectly through
the anchors of (h, t) found in Web tables. Follow-
ing previous work (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann
et al., 2011), we adopt the multi-instance learning
paradigm to measure the probability of (h, t) hav-
ing relation r.
Figure 2 gives an overview of our framework
with three major components:
• Table-aided Instance Expansion: Given a
target entity pair (h, t), we find its anchor en-
tity pairs {(h1, t1), (h2, t2), ...} through Web
tables. We define an anchor entity pair as two
entities co-occurring with (h, t) in some ta-
ble columns at least once. STh,t = Sh1,t1 ∪
Sh2,t2 ∪ ... is then exploited to augment the
directly associated bag Sh,t.
• Sentence Encoding: For each sentence s in
bag Sh,t or STh,t, a sentence encoder is used to
obtain its semantic representation s.
• Hierarchical Bag Aggregation: Once the
embedding of each sentence is learned, we
first use a sentence-level attention mecha-
nism to get bag representation h and hT , and
then aggregate them for final relation predic-
tion.
3.1 Table-aided Instance Expansion
Now we introduce how to construct the table ex-
panded sentence bag STh,t for a given target entity
pair (h, t) by 2-hop distant supervision.
3.1.1 Web Tables
Web tables have been found to contain rich facts
of entities and relations. It is estimated that out
of a total of 14.1 billion tables on the Web, 154
million tables contain relational data (Cafarella
et al., 2008) and Wikipedia alone is the source
of nearly 1.6 million relational tables (Bhagavat-
ula et al., 2015). Columns of a Wikipedia table
can be classified into one of the following data
types: ‘empty’, ‘named entity’, ‘number’, ‘date
expression’, ‘long text’ and ‘other’ (Zhang, 2017).
Here we only focus on named entity columns (NE-
columns) and the Wikipedia page title, which can
be easily linked to KB entities. These entities can
be further categorized as:
A topic entity et that the table is centered
around. We refer to the Wikipedia article where
the table is found and take the entity it describes
as et.
Subject entities Es = {es1, es2, ...} that can
act as primary keys of the table. Following pre-
vious work on Web table analysis (Venetis et al.,
2011), we select the leftmost NE-column as sub-
ject column and its entities as Es.
Body entities E = {e1,1, e1,2, ...} that com-
pose the rest of the table. All entities in non-
subject NE-columns are considered as E.
3.1.2 2-hop Distant Supervision
In the conventional distant supervision setting,
each entity pair (h, t) is associated with a bag of
sentences Sh,t that directly mention h and t. The
intuition behind 2-hop distant supervision is, if
(hi, ti) and (hj , tj) potentially hold the same rela-
tion, we can treat them as anchor entity pairs for
each other, and then use the 1-hop DS bag Shj ,tj to
help with the prediction for (hi, ti) and vice versa.
In this paper, we extract anchor entity pairs with
the help of Web tables.
We notice that owing to the semi-structured na-
ture of tables, (1) subject entities can usually be
connected with the topic entity by the same rela-
tion. (2) Non-subject columns of a table usually
have binary relationships to or are properties of the
subject column. Body entities in the same column
share common relations with their corresponding
subject entities. For example, in Figure 1, the topic
entity is “Mr. Basketball USA”; column 1 is the
subject column and contains a list of winners of
“Mr. Basketball USA”; column 2 and column 3
are high school and city of the subject entity.
Formally, we consider two entity pairs (hi, ti)
and (hj , tj) as anchored if there exists a Web table
such that either criterion below is met:
• hi = hj = et and ti, tj ∈ Es.
• hi ∈ Es or ti ∈ Es, (hi, hj) is in the same
column (and so is (ti, tj)), and (hi, ti) is in
the same row (and so is (hj , tj))
The 2-hop DS bag STh,t is then constructed as
the union of Shi,ti’s, where (hi, ti) is an anchor
entity pair of (h, t).
3.2 Sentence Encoding
Given a sentence s consisting of n words s =
{w1, w2, ..., wn}, we use a neural network with an
embedding layer and an encoding layer to obtain
its low-dimensional vector representation.
3.2.1 Embedding Layer
Each token is first fed into an embedding layer to
embed both semantic and positional information.
Word Embedding maps words to vectors of
real numbers which preserve syntactic and seman-
tic information of words. Here we get a vector
representation wi ∈ Rkw for each word from a
pre-trained word embedding matrix.
Position Embedding was proposed by Zeng
et al. (2014). Position embedding is used to embed
the positional information of each word relative to
the head and tail mention. A position embedding
matrix is learned in training to compute position
representation pi ∈ Rkp×2.
Finally, we concatenate the word representa-
tion wi and position representation pi to build
the input representation xi ∈ Rki (where ki =
kw + kp × 2) for each word wi.
3.2.2 Encoding Layer
A sequence of input representations x =
{x1,x2, ...} with a variable length is then fed
through the encoding layer and converted to a
fixed-sized sentence representation s ∈ Rkh .
There are many existing neural architectures that
can serve as the encoding layer, such as CNN
(Zeng et al., 2014), PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) and
LSTM-RNN (Miwa and Bansal, 2016). We sim-
ply adopt PCNN here, which has been shown very
powerful and efficient by a number of previous RE
works.
PCNN is an extension to CNN, which first
slides a convolution kernel with a window size m
over the input sequence to get the hidden vectors:
hi = CNN(xi−m−1
2
:i+m−1
2
), (1)
A piecewise max-pooling is then applied over the
hidden vectors:
[s(1)]j = max
1≤i≤i1
{[hi]j},
[s(2)]j = max
ii+1≤i≤i2
{[hi]j}, (2)
[s(3)]j = max
i2+1≤i≤n
{[hi]j},
where i1 and i2 are head and tail positions. The
final sentence representation s is composed by
concatenating these three pooling results s =
[s(1); s(2); s(3)].
3.3 Hierarchical Bag Aggregation
After we get sentence representations {s1, s2, ...}
and {sT1 , sT2 , ...} for S and ST , to fuse key infor-
mation from these two bags, we adopt a hierarchi-
cal aggregation design to obtain the final represen-
tation r for prediction. We first get bag representa-
tion h and hT using a sentence-level selective at-
tention, and then employ a bag-level aggregation
to compute r.
3.3.1 Sentence-level Selective Attention
Since the wrong labeling problem inevitably ex-
ists in both 1-hop and 2-hop distant supervision,
here we use selective attention to assign different
weights to different sentences given relation r and
de-emphasize the noisy sentences. The attention
is caculated as follows:
ei = q
T
r si,
αi =
exp(ei)∑n
j=1 exp(ej)
, (3)
h =
n∑
i=1
αisi,
where qr is a query vector assigned to relation r.
h and hT are computed respectively for the two
bags S and ST .
3.3.2 Bag-level Aggregation
Since 2-hop DS bag ST is collected indirectly
through anchor entity pairs in Web tables, despite
that it brings abundant information, it also con-
tains a massive amount of noise. Thus treating
ST equally as S may mislead the prediction, espe-
cially when their sizes are extremely imbalanced.
To automatically decide how to balance be-
tween S and ST , we utilize information from h,
hT and qr to predict a weight β:
β = σ(W[h;hT ;qr] + b), (4)
where vector W and scalar b are learnable vari-
ables and σ is the sigmoid function. Next, β is
used as a weight to fuse information from 1-hop
DS and 2-hop DS, determined by S and ST of the
current target entity pair and relation r. We then
obtain the final representation r as:
r = βh+ (1− β)hT , (5)
Finally, we define the conditional probability
P (r|S, ST , θ) as follows,
P (r|S, ST , θ) = exp(or)∑nr
k=1 exp(ok)
(6)
where o is the score vector for current target entity
pair having each relation,
o =Mr+ d, (7)
here M is the representation matrix of relations,
which shares weights with qr’s. d is a learnable
bias term.
3.4 Optimization
We adopt the cross-entropy loss as the training ob-
jevtive function. Given a set of target entity pairs
with relations pi = {(h1, t1, r1), (h2, t2, r2), ...},
we define the loss function as follows:
J(θ) = − 1|pi|
|pi|∑
i=1
logP (ri|Shi,ti , SThi,ti , θ). (8)
All models are trained with stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) to minimize the objective function.
The same sentence encoder is used to encode S
and ST .
Train Test
Overall Non-NA Overall Non-NA
# Entity Pairs 291699 18144 96678 1761
# Entity Pairs with |ST | > 0 17565 6928 4832 824
% Entity Pairs with |ST | > 0 6.02 38.18 5.00 46.79
mean |S| 1.69 5.24 1.62 2.78
mean |ST | 147.65 190.61 131.65 217.23
Table 1: Dataset statistics. We show statistics of entity
pairs that hold non-NA relations separately from over-
all, as they are important relational facts to discover.
Among non-NA entity pairs, 38.18% in training and
46.79% in testing have nonempty ST , which respec-
tively have 190.61 and 217.23 sentences on average.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation
We evaluate our model on the New York Times
(NYT) dataset developed by Riedel et al. (2010),
which is widely used in recent works. The dataset
has 53 relations including a special relation NA
which indicates none of the other 52 relations ex-
ists between the head and tail entity.
We use the WikiTable corpus collected by Bha-
gavatula et al. (2015) as our table source. It origi-
nally contains around 1.65M tables extracted from
Wikipedia pages. Since the NYT dataset is already
linked to Freebase, we perform entity linking on
the table cells and the Wikipedia page titles using
existing mapping from Wikipedia URL to Free-
base MID (Machine Identifier). We then align the
table corpus with NYT and construct ST for en-
tity pairs as detailed in section 3.1. For both train-
ing and testing, we only use entity pairs and sen-
tences in the original NYT training data for table-
aided instance expansion. We set the max size of
ST as 300, and randomly sample 300 sentences if
|ST | > 300. Statistics of our final dataset is sum-
marized in Table 1. One can see that 38.18% and
46.79% of relational facts (i.e., entity pairs holding
non-NA relations) respectively in the training and
testing set can potentially benefit from leveraging
2-hop DS.
Following prior work (Mintz et al., 2009), we
use the testing set for held-out evaluation, and
evaluate models by comparing the predicted rela-
tional facts with those in Freebase. For evaluation,
we rank the extracted relational facts based on
model confidence and plot precision-recall curves.
In addition, we also show the area under the curve
(AUC) and precision values at specific recall rates
to conduct a more comprehensive comparison.
Window size m 3
Sentence Representation Size kh 230
Word Dimension kw 50
Position Dimension kp 5
Pre-train Learning Rate λP 0.005
Fine-tune Learning Rate λF 0.002
Dropout Probability p 0.5
Table 2: Parameter settings in REDS2.
4.2 Baselines
We compare REDS2 with the following baselines:
PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016). This model uses a
PCNN encoder combined with selective attention
over sentences. Since this is also the base block
of our model, we also refer to it as BASE in this
paper.
PCNN+HATT (Han et al., 2018). This is another
PCNN based relation extraction model, where the
authors use hierarchical attention to model the se-
mantic correlations among relations.
RESIDE (Vashishth et al., 2018). It uses Graph
Convolutional Networks (GCN) for sentence en-
coding, and also leverages relevant side informa-
tion like relation alias and entity type.
Results of PCNN+HATT and RESIDE are di-
rectly taken from the code repositories released by
the authors. For PCNN+ATT, we report results ob-
tained by our reproduced model, which are close
to those shown in (Lin et al., 2016). To simply
verify the effectiveness of adding extra support-
ing sentences from 2-hop DS, we also compare the
following vanilla method with PCNN+ATT:
BASE+MERGE. For each target entity pair
(h, t), we simply merge S and ST as one sentence
bag, and apply the trained PCNN+ATT (or, BASE)
model.
4.3 Implementation Details
We preprocess the WikiTable corpus with PySpark
to build index for anchor entity pairs. On a single
machine with two 8-core E5 CPUs and 256 GB
memory, this processing takes around 20 minutes.
We use word embeddings from (Lin et al., 2016)
for initialization, which are learned by word2vec
tool3 on NYT corpus. The vocabulary is com-
posed of words that appear more than 100 times
in the corpus and words in an entity mention are
concatenated as a single word.
3https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
Figure 3: Precision-recall curves for the proposed
model and various baselines.
Method P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC
PCNN+ATT 65.9 58.7 50.4 35.8
PCNN+HATT 79.3 67.2 61.6 42.0
RESIDE 73.6 68.4 59.5 41.5
BASE+MERGE 65.9 64.5 62.4 41.2
REDS2 75.9 70.4 65.5 44.7
Table 3: Comparison on Precision@recall and AUC.
To see the effect of 2-hop DS more directly,
we set most parameters in REDS2 following Lin
et al. (2016). Since the original NYT dataset only
contains training and testing set, we randomly
sample 20% training data for development. We
first pre-train a PCNN+ATT model with only S
and sentence-level selective attention. This BASE
model converges in around 100 epochs. We then
fine-tune the entire model with ST and bag-level
aggregation added, which can finish within 50
epochs. Some key parameter settings in REDS2
are summarized in Table 2.
In testing phase, inference using 2-hop DS is
slower, because the average size of ST is about
100 times that of S. With single 2080ti GPU, one
full pass of testing data takes around 37s using
REDS2, compared with 12s using BASE model.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Overall Evaluation Results
Evaluation results on all target entity pairs in test-
ing set are shown in Figure 3 and Table 3, from
which we make the following observations:
(1) Figure 3 shows all models obtain a reason-
able precision when recall is smaller than 0.05.
With the recall gradually increasing, the perfor-
mance of models with 2-hop DS drops slower
Figure 4: Precision-recall curves on the subset of test
entity pairs whose ST is not empty, to better show the
effect of hierarchical bag aggregation design.
than those existing methods without. From Fig-
ure 3, we can see simply merging ST with S
in BASE+MERGE can boost the performance
of basic PCNN+ATT model, and even achieves
higher precision than state-of-the-art models like
PCNN+HATT when recall is greater than 0.3.
This demonstrates that models utilizing 2-hop DS
are more robust and remain a reasonable precision
when including more lower-ranked relational facts
which tend to be more challenging to predict be-
cause of insufficient evidence.
(2) As shown in both Figure 3 and Table 3,
REDS2 achieves the best results among all the
models. Even when compared with PCNN+HATT
and RESIDE which adopt extra relation hierarchy
and side information from KB, our model still en-
joys a significant performance gain. This is be-
cause our method can take advantage of the rich
entity pair correlations in Web tables and leverage
the extra information brought by 2-hop DS. We an-
ticipate our REDS2model can be further improved
by using more advanced sentence encoders and ex-
tra mechanisms like reinforcement learning (Feng
et al., 2018) and adversarial training (Wu et al.,
2017), which we leave for future work.
4.4.2 Effect of Hierarchical Bag Aggregation
To further show the effect of our hierarchical bag
aggregation design, here we also plot precision-
recall curves in Figure 4 on a subset of entity pairs
in the test set (i.e., 4832 in total according to Table
1) whose table expanded sentence bag ST is not
empty.
One main challenge of using 2-hop DS is it
brings more noise. As shown in Table 1, for en-
Test Mode SINGLE
MULTIPLE
ONE TWO ALL
Metric P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC
PCNN+ATT 57.3 53.0 41.3 30.0 72.9 66.4 57.5 39.0 75.3 69.7 63.8 45.9 80.5 68.6 64.2 48.6
RESIDE 66.9 60.5 51.8 36.2 79.7 70.4 57.4 42.1 77.7 76.1 67.6 46.5 83.2 80.3 73.2 51.9
PCNN+HATT 70.1 59.1 50.8 34.8 74.5 67.4 57.2 40.1 78.4 68.9 65.9 44.5 86.4 75.5 70.0 49.7
BASE+MERGE 62.2 58.5 55.2 35.6 71.4 74.9 73.2 51.3 70.0 71.8 73.9 52.0 70.7 71.1 73.2 52.0
REDS2 69.1 61.1 57.4 37.5 82.4 81.9 78.1 56.3 81.4 79.6 76.9 57.2 82.4 79.6 76.6 57.6
Table 4: Comparison on Precision@recall and AUC under different testing settings, detailed in Section 4.4.3.
max |ST | P@0.1 P@0.2 P@0.3 AUC
10 57.9 55.8 51.5 36.2
50 69.4 65.7 60.8 42.2
100 70.4 66.7 62.3 43.2
200 72.8 68.4 63.4 44.0
300 75.9 70.4 65.5 44.7
Table 5: Effect of the table expanded sentence bag size
|ST | on Precision@recall and AUC.
tity pair with nonempty ST , the size of ST is usu-
ally tens of times the size of S. From Figure 4
we can see BASE+MERGE performs much worse
compared with PCNN+ATT when recall is smaller
than 0.2. This is because 2-hop DS bag tends to
be much larger than 1-hop DS bag, and the model
has a larger chance to attend to the noisy sentences
obtained from 2-hop DS. While ignoring the in-
formation in its directly associated sentences. We
alleviate this problem by introducing hierarchical
structure to first aggregate the two sets separately
and then weight and sum them together. The pro-
posed REDS2 model has a comparable precision
with PCNN+ATT in the beginning and gradually
outperform it.
4.4.3 Effect of Sentence Number
Number of sentences from 1-hop DS. In the
originally testing set, there are 79176 entity pairs
that are associated with only one sentence, out of
which 1149 actually have relations. We hope our
model can improve performance on these long-
tail entities. Following Lin et al. (2016), we de-
sign the following test settings to evaluate the ef-
fect of sentence number: the “SINGLE” test set-
ting contains all entity pairs that correspond to
only one sentence; the “MULTIPLE” test setting
contains the rest of entity pairs that have at least
two sentences associated. We further construct
the “ONE” testing setting where we randomly se-
lect one sentence for each entity pair; the “TWO”
setting where we randomly select two sentences
for each entity pair and the “ALL” setting where
Relation: country.capital
1-hop ... the golden gate bridge and
the petronas towers in kuala lumpur,
malaysia, was experienced ...
2-hop a friend from cardiff , the capital city
of wales , lives for complex ...
Table 6: An example for case study, where the sen-
tence with the highest attention weight is selected re-
spectively from 1-hop and 2-hop sentence bag.
we use all the associated sentences from MUL-
TIPLE. We use all sentences in ST for each en-
tity pair if it is nonempty. Results are shown in
Table 4, from which we can see that REDS2 and
BASE+MERGE have 25.0% and 18.7% improve-
ments under AUC compared with PCNN+ATT in
the SINGLE setting. Although the performance
of all models generally improves as the sentence
number increases in MULTIPLE setting, models
leveraging 2-hop DS are more stable and have
smaller changes. These observations indicate that
2-hop DS is helpful when information obtained by
1-hop DS is insufficient.
Number of sentences from 2-hop DS. We also
evaluate how the number of sentences obtained
by 2-hop DS will affect the performance of our
proposed model. In Table 5, we show the perfor-
mance of REDS2 with different numbers of sen-
tences sampled from ST . We observe that: (1)
Performance of REDS2 improves as the number
of sentences sampled increases. This shows that
the selective attention over ST can effectively take
advantage of the extra information from 2-hop
DS while filtering out noisy sentences. (2) Even
with 50 randomly sampled sentences, our model
REDS2 still has a higher AUC than all baselines
in Table 3. This indicates information obtained by
2-hop DS is redundant, even a small portion can
be beneficial to relation extraction. How to sam-
ple a representative set effectively is worth further
exploring in future work.
4.5 RE for Entity Pairs with Empty 1-hop
Sentence Bag
We observe that there are large amounts of entity
pairs in the table corpus that have no associated
sentences but have anchor entity pairs mentioned
in the text corpus. By leveraging 2-hop distant su-
pervision, we can do relation extraction for this set
of entity pairs.
We extract a total number of 251917 entity pairs
from the WikiTable dataset which do not exist in
the NYT dataset but have at least one anchor entity
pair that appear in the original NYT training data.
We randomly sample 10000 examples and evalu-
ate our trained model on them. Surprisingly, the
relation extraction result is even better than the re-
sult on the NYT test data in Table 3, with an over-
all AUC of 54.7 and a P@0.3 of 71.1. This can
be explained partly by two observations: (1) The
table corpus generates higher-quality entity pairs,
18% of extracted entity pairs have non-NA rela-
tions, compared with only 1.8% in NYT test data.
(2) The newly extracted entity pairs have 14 useful
anchor entity pairs and 175 2-hop DS sentences on
average, which give ample information for predic-
tion. This study shows that for two entities that
have no directly associated sentences, it is possi-
ble to utilize the 2-hop DS to predict their relations
accurately.
4.6 Case Study and Error Analysis
In addition to the motivating example from the
training set shown in Figure 1, we also demon-
strate how 2-hop DS helped relation extraction us-
ing an example from the testing set in Table 6.
As we can see, the sentence with the highest at-
tention weight in 1-hop DS bag does not express
the desired relation between the target entity pair
whereas that in 2-hop DS bag clearly indicates the
country.capital relation.
We also conduct an error analysis by analyz-
ing examples where REDS2 gives worse predic-
tions than BASE (e.g., assigns a lower score to a
correct relation or a higher score to a wrong re-
lation), and 50 examples with most disparity in
the two methods’ scores are selected. We find
that 29 examples have wrong labels caused by KB
incompleteness and our model in fact makes the
right prediction. 11 examples are due to errors
in column processing (e.g., errors in NE/subject
column selection and entity linking), 9 are caused
by anchor entity pairs with differet relations (e.g.,
(Greece, Atlanta) and (Mexico, Xalapa) are in
the same table “National Records in High Jump”
under columns (Nation, Place), but only the lat-
ter has relation location.contains), and 1
is because of wrong information in the original ta-
ble.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduces 2-hop distant supervision
for relation extraction, based on the intuition that
entity pairs in relational Web tables often share
common relations. Given a target entity pair, we
define and find its anchor entity pairs via Web ta-
bles and collect all sentences that mention the an-
chor entity pairs to help relation prediction. We
develop a new neural RE method REDS2 in the
multi-instance learning paradigm which fuses in-
formation from 1-hop DS and 2-hop DS using
a hierarchical model structure, and substantially
outperforms existing RE methods on a bench-
mark dataset. Interesting future work includes:
(1) Given that information from 2-hop DS is re-
dundant and noisy, we can explore smarter sam-
pling and/or better bag-level aggregation methods
to capture the most representative information. (2)
Metadata in Web tables like headers and column
names also contain rich information, which can be
incorporated to further improve RE performance.
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